
Goddess 1011 

Chapter 1011: Move too slowly, dislike it 

 

How to avoid the crowd? 

Where is my daughter going? 

Luo's father became more panicked, "The city police agree, you mean, maybe my daughter went to see 

a netizen?" 

After speaking, Father Luo felt a little more hope in his heart. 

If you only meet with netizens, are you worried about being known by the couple and deliberately 

shutting down the phone and losing contact? 

That's true, the daughter should be safe at this time. 

At this moment, Father Luo could only comfort himself in this way. 

On the phone, the city police said: "Do not rule out, we are still looking for the whole city, if we have 

news, we will contact you as soon as possible." 

"If you think about it, do you have any behavior that is different from usual? Contact us as soon as you 

think about it." 

"All of these may become useful clues to find Rokeyi." 

"Well, we must think about it!" Father Luo nodded quickly. 

Must cooperate with the police. 

Now, only they can find their daughter. 

In the surveillance room, An Xia frowned slightly watching the city police watch the video at 1.5 times 

the speed. 

The viewing speed is too slow. 

Moreover, there are a total of 12 monitoring screens. It will take several hours to find out at such a slow 

speed to confirm that Luo Keyi has gone in that direction. 

Then, An Xia said indifferently: "1.5 times the speed is slower, and the increase is 6 times, the aging is 

faster." 

"An Xia!" The counselor hurriedly stopped, "Don't speak, disturb the city police who agree to work." 

The older Pan surnamed Cheng policeman couldn't help but look at An Xia more. 

He did not scold An Xia, and even patiently explained, "The broadcast speed is too fast, and all the 

passengers are flashed by, which is not easy to find." 

After all, it was a little girl, and the suggestions made were too good and unrealistic. 



An Xia thought for a while, and said, "Can I be responsible for searching these three monitoring screens? 

It's all here, it's okay to do something." 

At this moment, the monitoring center received a call for help for missing items. 

"A small blue backpack, the pattern is a rabbit with folded ears, holding up the words "cursive" and 

cheering..." 

The staff was still registering, and An Xia spoke, "In the No. 4 monitoring screen, 21B Sky Eye, 7:26, there 

is a small blue backpack beside the flower bed." 

? ? ? 

The registered staff held the walkie-talkie and looked at Anxia. 

21B Tianyan, 7:26, there is a small blue backpack by the flower temple? 

What did she just see? 

Still not recovering, I heard An Xia said: "At 7:31, a man wearing blue short sleeves, black pants, and 

white sneakers walked on his back." 

"At 7:38, I appeared in Tianyan 27B. Take the vertical elevator and enter the subway station." 

That's true! 

As if she had discovered it from the surveillance video. 

How can this be! 

A look of suspicion, obviously, did not believe what a student said. 

Seeing this, the counselor did not dare to let An Xia stay. 

Quickly said: "Sorry, sorry, the student is not very sensible, I will let her go now." 

"Don't believe it? You will not lose anything if you look at it now." An Xia finished speaking, and said to 

the counselor indifferently: "It's never too late to leave after reading." 

counselor:"!!" 

You freshman, brave! 

As a counselor, she didn't dare to talk casually in front of several city policemen. When you are good, 

she came up to either give advice or help find lost items! 

Why are you so enthusiastic? 

like… 

It's enthusiastic. 

Today, more than 20,000 red envelopes were issued in the class. 

Some agreed that they had robbed more than two thousand and grabbed one month's living expenses! 



Upon hearing this, Police Officer Pan whispered to a city policeman: "According to what she said, go in 

and take a look." 

Chapter 1012: No way, so awesome 

 

 

As the little girl said, you won't lose anything if you go in and see. 

What if she really saw it? 

"Yes!" The city police sitting in front of the monitor immediately executed. 

First, enter the 21B Sky Eye video, and directly drag the time to 7:26. 

The staff in the surveillance room, including the city police, took a breath. 

Really! 

counselor:"!!" 

Shock! 

It's not nonsense, it's true! 

After dragging it to 7:31, the small backpack was picked up by the man An Xia said! 

Still need to question? 

no need! 

She really saw it. 

Officer Pan immediately ordered, "Go directly to the 27B Sky Eye, 7:38." 

After entering, it was exactly as An Xia said. 

The man who picked up the small backpack entered the subway from 27B Tianyan at 7:38. 

The next matter was handed over to the city police on the other side to take over. 

The counselor was so shocked to stare at An Xia. 

It's also a little better. 

How did An Xia see it? 

Just now, I was watching the surveillance, but I didn't notice it at all. 

It can also be said that she did not pay attention and remember at all. 

The shocked counselor heard Officer Pan ask An Xia, "Little girl, have you been watching No. 4 

surveillance just now?" 



"It's all monitoring." An Xia corrected, "Moreover, I also know that after a child from Exit A and a clan 

guest left at 6:05, he was found by the staff at Exit 2A at 6:21." 

Officer Pan asked the staff immediately, "Is there such a thing?" 

"Yes, yes, yes!" The staff were all scared by An Xia, "No. 6 monitoring screen, there should be a replay 

just now." 

Oh my! 

The little girl in front of me is too amazing. 

Both are a pair of eyes, how can she keep a pair of eyes on the twelve monitor screens? 

Officer Pan felt a little bit frustrated. 

This ability is rare! 

"Surveillance video No. 2, 6A Sky Eye, 7:30 minutes, what did you see?" 

There was a desire to test An Xia. 

"The mineral water in the hands of a boy accidentally spilled on a woman. Six people passed by them, 

wearing black clothes and carrying briefcases..." 

An Xia said it all. 

Fluent without pause, like a robot, the brain connects all monitoring and the sky eye! 

The eyes of the 6A eye in Police Officer Pan's No. 2 surveillance were severely tight. 

That's right! 

He was right again. 

The staff was already shocked to see An Xia's eyes, a bit like looking at aliens. 

Is it an alien? 

Only aliens are so awesome! 

Several city policemen were also shocked to the point that they could not speak for a long time! 

Talent! 

They are the talents their police force needs! 

Amazing memory! 

The brain storage is amazing. 

Observation is even more amazing! 

"Xiaozhi, let her watch the video at six times the speed." Officer Pan no longer hesitated and 

immediately arranged for An Xia to work. 



"Little girl, come, sit here and watch at six times the speed." 

An Xia nodded slightly and sat down calmly. 

The instructor, who was shocked like a thunderstorm, waited for An Xia to sit down and whispered: "An 

Xia, come on." 

Inexplicably proud. 

This is their freshman at Changhai University! 

How awesome! 

Who knows An Xia said again: "Here is six yuan, six times faster forward, here is six yuan four times 

faster." 

what? 

Isn't a monitor screen fast forward? 

Is it the eye of the sky in the twelve yuan surveillance, fast forward? 

"Xiao An, want to..." 

Officer Pan wanted to say something, and he saw An Xia act on her own. 

The operation is so proficient, as if she is the staff in charge of the monitoring room and knows 

everything! 

A series of instructions are executed, and twelve monitoring screens begin to run at high speed. 

staff member:"…" 

There is a feeling that their work is not guaranteed. 

Chapter 1013: That's so powerful 

 

 

An Xia, who entered the working state, ignored the shock of others. 

In her mind, with the figure of Ro Keyi printed on her, in the eyes of countless days, she began to look 

for the figure of Luo Keyi. 

Luo Keyi walked to the side of the road, and An Xia asked, "How many eyes of the sky are there on the 

side of the road? What is the number?" 

"One sidewalk, two flyovers in both directions, four crossroads..." 

As the staff reported the number and number of Sky Eyes, Anxia's fingers flexibly operated on the 

keyboard. 



Just now, she saw the operation of the staff and the city police, so she knew it by heart and couldn't ask 

for advice. 

Seeing this, the staff squeezed cold sweat out of their palms. 

It's terrifying. The leader has to be here, but he has to hire this freshman in Changhai. 

No one is happiest than Officer Pan. 

it is good! 

it is good! 

Very good! 

Such a talent was met by him! 

It's really great! 

Turning his head, he said to the counselor: "Teacher, let's add a contact method so that we can notify 

you of any news in time." 

"Good, good." The counselor hurriedly opened the QR code, "You can find me." 

Add a friend with a ‘beep’. 

Then I heard Officer Pan said: "Xiao An has contact information, can you recommend it to me? With her 

ability, I can find people much faster!" 

Without further ado, recommend a business card immediately. 

Officer Pan added and greeted him earnestly, "Hello classmate Xiaoan, I'm Officer Pan, please pass, 

thank you." 

Be serious and solemn. 

An Xia doesn't have time to watch her mobile phone, she is busy watching surveillance. 

At this moment, all the people's sights fell on her, six times and four times, can you really find Ro Keyi's 

figure? 

Although I have seen An Xia's ability just now, there are still some minor doubts. 

Three minutes later, An Xia's eyes lit up suddenly. 

A slender and slender finger pressed the No. 8 monitoring screen to pause the 13A1 Tianyan video 

playback. 

Then, it retreated three times the speed to nine o'clock and four o'clock in the evening. 

Luo Keyi got off at 8:26 and left the station from Exit C at 8:30. 

Then at 8:34, he stopped in the direction indicated by the subway for one minute and 21 seconds. 

Then walked out of the square. 



Until 9:04, the figure reappeared in the eyes of 13A1 Tian. 

Here, it happens to be the location of the overpass. 

"She is here." 

An Xia temporarily took the picture and said to police officer Pan and other city police: "She got on the 

flyover." 

All are the closest to watch. 

Although it is already night, the high-definition video still illuminates Ro Keyi's figure in the light. 

That's right, it is indeed Rokey himself. 

The counselor has stopped speaking. 

As a teacher, she, um, is not qualified to speak at the moment. 

Student An Xia is qualified. 

She found Luo Keyi at the fastest speed while watching at six times the speed! 

It takes only three minutes! 

The city police suppressed the unbelievable shock and carefully watched the video changed to 1.5 times 

the speed. 

In the video, Luo Keyi walked towards the overpass, got off the overpass, and then walked northward. 

To the north is a crossroad! 

An Xia did not continue to look at the 13A1 Tianyan, she had already cut to the four Tianyans at the 

northern crossroads. 

"She is here." 

At 13A2 Tianyan, Luo Keyi's figure reappeared. 

Officer Pan quickly turned his attention away. 

Luo Keyi still didn't stop, and continued north. 

Back to the back, monitoring is no longer within the scope of the high-speed rail station, and there is no 

permission to open it. 

You need to go to the high-speed rail police station control center. 

Officer Pan immediately contacted the control center of the substation, entered the Tianyan on 

Chunnan Road, and continued to look for Luo Keyi's figure. 

Of course, it still needs An Xia to go over. 

At her speed, they need it too much! 



Chapter 1014: Tricky 

 

 

With Anxia's foundation, the speed at which the sub-control center can find people has increased. 

Luo Keyi's figure appeared in Tianyan on Chunnan Road, and Officer Pan received a call immediately. 

"Didn't get in the car? Going to the side streets and alleys?" 

Upon receiving the call, Officer Pan's face was not very good. 

What exactly does Rokeyi want to do? 

Why keep going in circles? 

Is it possible that someone is directing her to detour? 

"Team Pan, the little girls now have a big opinion, I'm afraid they really used the time before school to 

meet with netizens." 

The city policeman in the same car said: "I saw each other, maybe I will go back to school by myself." 

They see too many cases of this kind. 

It's often a humbly game. 

The family and the police are looking for someone in the city, desperate. 

The person involved, however, was very uncomfortable with friends. 

When they were found and wanted to be taken away, the person concerned also suspected that the 

police were nosy and ruined their good mood. 

Over there, family members are anxious for the safety of their daughters and sons, and their tone of 

voice is inevitably bad when they speak, and they even scold the police for being too slow. 

It makes the police sometimes not people inside and outside. 

Fortunately, everyone is accustomed to forbearance and understanding from the perspective of the 

reporter. At most, I felt uncomfortable at the time, and there would be nothing afterwards. 

Officer Pan rubbed his eyebrows and said, "Now, what I'm worried about is that I'm afraid that someone 

will secretly direct Luo Keyi to circle." 

"It's so tricky." 

Maybe, Luo Keyi is very dangerous now. 

"Then shall we go back to the substation now?" asked the city policeman who was driving. 

After speaking, he glanced at the rearview mirror on his side. 



Seeing a cool supercar behind, slowly following their police car at an extremely aggrieved speed. 

Particularly abide by the rules, do not rush, do not rush to overtake. 

Generally, young car owners who drive supercars like the extreme speed at the moment of drag racing. 

Even if the traffic is heavy, as long as there is no traffic jam, they will be tempted to drive like fish and 

overtake between cars. 

But An Xia, the little girl, was particularly calm. 

It doesn't matter to her to drive the supercar out of the speed of a classic car. 

Then, the city policeman who drove said again: "The little girl behind is quite interesting. Do we want 

her to follow?" 

It's been a long time for the little girl. Luo Keyi didn't get in the car at this time. The next step is to 

investigate and let the little girl follow, which is not appropriate. 

Officer Pan thought for a while and said, "We are going to visit Chunnan Road, but she still goes to the 

substation." 

"Let her help us look at all the eyes on Chunnan Road. With her, the efficiency of investigation will be 

faster." 

With An Xia’s viewing speed, it is 4.5 times faster than them! 

"Yes, you arrange for Team Pan." 

The three city policemen in the car had no objection. 

The main thing is that everyone can see Anxia's ability. With her here, we can buy too much time for 

them! 

Officer Pan directly contacted the counselor semantically. 

The counselor was still sitting in Anxia's car. 

After receiving the voice, she first glanced at An Xia who was driving. 

Intuitively told her that Officer Pan must be looking for An Xia, not her counselor. 

Sure enough, I was really looking for An Xia. 

"Okay, then let's go directly to the substation. If you have any new discoveries, please contact me in 

time. Okay, okay, thank you." 

Ending the simple conversation, the counselor said to An Xia: "Officer Pan and the others are going to 

visit Chunnan Road, let's go to the substation." 

"Um." 

An Xia faintly first. 



Seeing that the police car that was driving in front slowed down, An Xia slightly increased the throttle, 

only to hear a "boom", and the speed of the car increased instantly. 

Push back feeling, full. 

However, there is no speeding. 

The throttle is louder. 

The counselor was taken aback and hurriedly said, "Slow down, don't speed." 

Chapter 1015: Gentle person 

 

But the Biezi station failed to make it, but was fined for speeding. 

An Xia smiled and replied: "No, the speed limit is 60 yards, I am only 50 yards." 

Just not speeding! 

Over there, the city policemen who were slowing down saw this and took a silent look. 

Well, a luxury car is a luxury car, and this sound is really exciting. 

The soldiers were divided into two groups, working hard to find Luo Keyi. 

Just as everyone was trying to find, the missing Luo Keyi woke up slowly from a dim basement. 

Dizzy, she seemed to hear someone talking. 

"The goods are good, but shorter, I'm afraid the outside sellers are not satisfied." 

"Brother Hui, don't be too picky. It's much harder to find these fresh and tender products that have just 

entered the school gate now than before! I've figured it out. It's still a young bird who hasn't even talked 

about love." 

This sound is very familiar. 

She seems to have heard it somewhere. 

Luo Keyi struggled, trying to wake up from the dizzy state. 

But the whole body was soft and weak, so weak that he didn't even have the strength to lift his eyes. 

What's wrong with her? 

Why is there no strength? 

My heart began to panic. 

His lips murmured and shouted, "Is there anyone? Is there anyone? The maritime judge, the maritime 

judge..." 

The Maritime Inquisitor was a netizen that Luo Keyi knew when he played the game. 



He said that he was also a graduate student at Changhai University. 

The voice is very nice and gentle. When playing games, he takes her with patience. Sometimes when she 

is unhappy, he will make him happy. 

She also secretly recharged her game account. 

Sometimes when strange teammates scolded him, he would stand up and help himself. In short, he is a 

gentleman who can take care of girls. 

Today, he deliberately took the time to pick him up. Because of the traffic jam, he got out of the car and 

walked over in advance. He was afraid to trouble him, so he let him stand where she was. 

later…… 

Calling Luo Keyi recalled, the headache became even worse. 

Later, she saw the "Maritime Inquisitor", exactly what she had imagined! 

Although he is not particularly tall, he is very handsome and gentler than in the game. 

He apologized to her again, helped her carry the luggage, and took care of yourself when crossing the 

road, be careful about your surroundings. 

"Marine Inquisitor...Marine Inquisitor..." 

Luo Keyi shouted hard. 

She thought her voice was loud, but in fact, it was very, very small. 

It was so small that there was no sound at all. 

All the shouts were whirled in her throat and then annihilated. 

There was no sound from the mouth at all. 

Outside, the voice continued. 

"Even if you are still a young man, we will give a high price, otherwise..." 

"Brother Hui, your price is really not high anymore. Shopping around is harder than before, but the price 

is so low that you can add a little more." 

With the voice in his ears, Luo Keyi gradually heard who was talking. 

It is the maritime judge, he is talking. 

Who are you talking to? 

What goods? 

What kind? 

What are they talking about? 



Why can't she understand? 

Brother Hui, with a scar on his face, stood in the dim yellow light, grinned, and followed out a mouthful 

of yellow teeth. 

"Boy, don't be too greedy. The sellers above have requirements. First, your hair is black and straight. You 

have short hair! My **** has to raise her for a while." 

"Second, the height is 168cm, we measured this product, 162cm is still a bit short, short!" 

"The complexion is cold and white, and your goods are not white. I have to detain her for three months, 

and then give her medicine to become cold and white." 

"Do you know how expensive these medicines make your skin cold and white? Damn, I have to spend 

tens of thousands more!" 

"If it weren't for the seller's biggest condition to satisfy your goods, I would **** want to throw her the 

crocodile." 

Chapter 1016: Dirty deal 

 

 

The unfamiliar voice was fiercely cold. 

Like a poisonous snake spitting out a snake's letter, with pointed fangs, it attacks and kills people at any 

time. 

And the voice of the maritime judge is no longer the gentleness before. 

It's all greed. 

"Brother Hui, you have to be honest in business, right? After I was busy for a month, I finally got such a 

tender product. It is not easy for me. You can add a little. Not much, add three. thousand!" 

"Fuck you! It's not easy for you? Lao Tzu is even harder than you! Say good delivery, you **** handed 

me a defective product!" 

"Three thousand? Thirty I don't want to add it!" 

"Get out of here, don't delay Lao Tzu's training." 

Brother Hui didn't have so much patience to bargain. 

Recently, the wind has been tight, so you have to transfer the goods quickly. 

The maritime judge also wanted to wrap it up, and then wrap it up a little bit more expensively. 

"Two thousand, two thousand, another two thousand!" 

"Damn! Get out!" 



"Brother Hui, Brother Hui, I really posted the fare in reverse, so please give me the fare anyway, one 

thousand, only one thousand!" 

"Ge, you mother, let me bargain with my mother! If you don't get out of the way, don't move, I will kill 

you!" 

Even the sharp and sharp knives came out. 

In the end, he offered another five hundred yuan and thrown it out, "Damn! Your kid always bargain 

with me! Five hundred, do you want it! Don't get it down." 

"If you want, five hundred is five hundred." Five hundred is also money! 

The maritime judge picked up the money thrown underground, more or less satisfied. 

Why did he dare to bargain with Brother Hui? 

One, they are fellow villagers. 

Second, his capital can deceive those student girls. 

Unlike other people, it looks like a dog after cleaning up. As long as the face is seen, the student girl will 

shake her head and leave. 

Not like him. 

As long as you meet people, you can basically succeed. 

Coming all the way from north to south, he did not miss a few times. 

No matter how impatient Hui is, he has to endure him. 

The maritime judge who took the money hummed and left. 

happy. 

It's time to splurge again. 

Damn, this little money is enough to spend two or three days, and it's **** saving. 

Unlike when I met in a bar a few days ago, several real Changhai college students, one of them, was 

spending money! 

More than two hundred thousand red wine, just open it! 

Without frowning. 

With this little money in his hand, he would sleep one or two girls! 

People are better than others, so **** mad! 

When he walked out of the basement, the maritime judge spit out a damp musty gas, set up his high 

imitation sports suit, lowered his cap, and walked into the dark night. 



Here, in the mountains near the city ring line, there are many trees and grasses, and there are many 

homeless people. 

The most important thing is to avoid, no one is involved. 

Coming out of the mountain and walking up the circle line, the maritime judge left on his bicycle. 

Abandoned two-story basement in a small building 

Brother Hui is in contact with the person above. 

"That kid delivered the goods, except that it's a little darker, and they are all pretty good." 

It's different from what I just said with the maritime judge. 

"The face, arms and calves are black, but the body is white. After a month of medicine, I can bring it 

back." 

"Well, it's a student girl. I searched her luggage, and the notice is still in her bag. The seller over there 

must be satisfied." 

"If you want to inspect the goods, I will turn people away first, so as not to be called to the door." 

Luo Keyi, who was shrinking in the corner, understood everything when he heard this. 

She was cheated! 

Was deceived by the maritime judge! 

Whatever a senior graduate student, what kind of gentle care, are all deceived by her. 

She thought she met her first love, the result! 

It's a liar! 

No, it's a human trafficker! 

He sold her! 

Oh oh oh... 

Luo Keyi struggled for help. 

Chapter 1017: Destined to have such a fate 

 

 

However, she was weak, except for her brain a little clearer, her limbs were still out of control. 

Trying to see the surroundings clearly, the darkness of her fingers out of sight made her eyes blind, she 

didn't even know where she was. 

"Help...Help..." 



I want to call for help, but there is still no way to scream out from my mouth. 

"Kang Dang!" 

The iron gate was kicked open, and a yellowish light came in from the outside obliquely. 

Luo Keyi was so scared that his whole body was trembling. 

"Uuuuu..." 

Hiding desperately into the corner. 

She thought she was moving, but she didn't. 

With her hands and feet tied, she has been lying on her side on the damp concrete floor without moving 

a bit. 

Even her mouth is sealed with strong tape, it is impossible to open it. 

The movement she thought, the call she thought was just a cutscene in her mind. 

The lights in the basement turned on. 

Luo Keyi's eyes closed tightly with light, her eyelashes trembled, and tears flowed slowly from the 

corners of her eyes. 

"Brother Hui, people seem to be awake." 

Another strange man spoke. 

Brother Hui walked to Luo Keyi's side, bowed his head, and took a look at the tender goods he had just 

received. 

Afterwards, he raised his foot and stepped on Luo Keyi's shoulder, like picking goods, kicking and 

rubbing a few times. 

"One more shot." 

Was awake. 

But he didn't fully wake up. 

Just one more shot. 

The tears at the corner of Luo Keyi's eyes flowed more. 

Brother Hui saw a sneer. 

With his feet retracted, he squatted in front of Luo Keyi, stretched out his hand, and patted Luo Keyi's 

cheek lightly. 

A cold smile appeared, "Student girl, don't you blame yourself for liking that little white face, if you don't 

like that face, you won't fall into our hands." 



"This man, you have to tell a fate in everything. As for you, it is destined to have such a fate, it is better 

to admit it." 

Luo Keyi squirmed desperately. 

Did not move, still lying on his side. 

With a sharp needle-stick pain in his arm, after a few seconds, Luo Keyi's brain finally woke up, and he 

was sleepy again. 

She fainted again. 

"Take people away, here, clean up." 

After three minutes, the lighted basement returned to darkness again. 

That building, a deserted building hidden in the mountains, also returned to darkness. 

The surroundings were quiet, only a few underworld walking in the mountains, and soon disappeared 

again. 

that side 

An Xia sat in the control center of the substation, watching all the sky eyes on Chunnan Road at six times 

the speed. 

There are a total of 8 Tianyans on Chunnan Road, and Anxia watched them all at once. 

In the sub-station, the city policemen in charge of urban traffic stood behind An Xia, breathing tightly 

and watching. 

this…… 

Can you see anything? 

"Can you see anything?" a young city policeman in uniform asked a colleague next to him in a low voice. 

He can't see anything. 

The city policeman who was wearing the uniform of the mounted police replied, "Dazzled." 

At six times the speed, even if he had an extra pair of eyes, he probably couldn't see much. 

Only a few words were exchanged in a low voice, and the deputy team standing next to him glared at 

him. 

Uh…… 

Shut up and watch! 

An Xia started Chunnan Road at 4:30 in the afternoon, and the eight eyes of the sky kept seeing it at 8 in 

the evening. 

In the end, she can definitely confirm that Luo Keyi did not appear in the eyes of eight days. 



In other words, after she passed the crossroads, she went around again. 

Suspended, An Xia asked, "Where is there a blind spot for surveillance after the crossroads?" 

"There is no monitoring blind spot." The deputy team replied affirmatively. 

They are the traffic city police in charge of this area, and they know exactly where there are dead spots 

in surveillance. 

Chunnan Road is close to Changhaixi Station and is a safe place with no dead ends. 

Isn't there any blind spot for monitoring? 

uncertain. 

An Xia said indifferently: "After Luo Keyi passed the crossroads, walk from here..." 

Chapter 1018: Don't walk outside 

 

 

Return to Luo Keyi's last screen that appeared on the monitor. 

An Xia said, "From here, she never appeared again." 

The deputy team kept a close eye on the monitoring, just took a look, and immediately said: "There is 

monitoring here!" 

Not a blind spot, but another set of eyes. 

An Xia: "..." 

Co-author, she just saw it for nothing! 

Immediately cut into another set of eyes, and finally, An Xia saw Luo Keyi's figure again. 

She dragged the suitcase, against the big sun of Changhai City, and turned into a vehicle diversion road 

beside Chunnan Road. 

In other words, she only appeared at the crossroads of Chunnan Road. 

Little girl, it's really good to go around! 

After walking for half an hour, Luo Keyi finally got in the car! 

It's a taxi. 

This is the end of Anxia's work. 

"Student Xiao An, thank you for your hard work." The deputy team held An Xia's hand, his eyes burning 

a little. 

Talent! 



Hurry up and take a test! 

Absolutely find out. 

An Xia shook it back lightly, then took it back indifferently, "You're welcome." 

Almost ready to go. 

The counselor also heaved a sigh of relief. When he got into the taxi, he would find the taxi driver. You 

should be able to find Luo Keyi. 

"Student Xiao'an, if you don't find a good job after graduating from university, it's better to take a public 

exam. We, Changhai City Transportation Brigade, welcome you to join." 

Officer Pan never expected that the brothers in the traffic team moved a step faster than him and 

started robbing people! 

If he knew, he would definitely send a city policeman to accompany him. 

An Xia didn't know that she was popular before. Later, after a few experiences, she also knew that she 

was capable, which was very attractive. 

Said politely: "What's next, I'll talk about it later." 

It must be impossible. 

"Yes, yes, don't worry, there are still four years left." The deputy team personally An Xia left the control 

center. 

While saying: "If you have any help next time, I guess I will need to trouble classmate Xiaoan again." 

Say hello in advance, keep in touch in the future, and invite people to visit from time to time to cultivate 

your feelings! 

Take it step by step and don't worry. 

An Xia nodded, "Okay, you can contact you." 

It is her duty to catch bad people, whether in the past life or now. 

If necessary, we must assist! 

The counselor did not go together, she had to stay and wait for Luo's father and Luo's mother. 

After An Xia got in the car, she repeatedly urged, "You must go back to school, and don't walk outside! It 

is not safe for girls to stay alone at home." 

If possible, she wants a traffic policeman to **** An Xia back to school. 

An Xia planned to go back to school. 

Sit in the car, start the car, and then answer the counselor, "Go now, please feel free to contact me if 

you have any questions." 



"Well, well, pay attention to safety and drive slowly." But the counselor of Twenty-Five and Six, like an 

old mother, told him. 

The deputy team took a look at An Xia's luxury car, the occupational disease committed, and education 

on the spot. 

"Student Xiaoan, although luxury cars are good, they must obey the traffic rules." 

"Blowing the street in the middle of the night, speeding, etc., are all illegal behaviors. Remember, don't 

make mistakes." 

Talents can't make mistakes, let alone keep a record of their case, otherwise, they will be ruined in their 

entire life! 

An Xia had seen the nagging level of Xia Guocheng's policemen, and upon hearing the words, he replied 

with an "OK" gesture, the car turned off and stopped listening. 

She's in Xia Guo, she's safe enough! 

Driving away, the booming throttle hit the city police of most of the traffic brigade to hear. 

The throttle is loud, but it is not a modification, and there is no speeding, there is no way to catch up 

and intercept. 

On the way back to school, Anxia's phone kept vibrating. 

Some people keep adding her WeChat. 

Today, a total of more than 50 people have added her to WeChat, and An Xia ignored them. 

Chapter 1019: Have a good show tonight 

 

 

She doesn't need so many connections. 

There are just a few. 

At the traffic light, An Xia picked up the phone. 

The first purpose is to add information from friends sent by Xie Chiyan. 

Next is Officer Pan. 

The addition of Officer Pan was agreed. 

The unwilling Xie Chiyan sent another message again, "School girl, it would be too rude to pretend to be 

dead like this." 

"Houhai Road, Zero Degree Online, waiting for you. Let you meet a different Chang Fan senior." 

It was ten o'clock in the evening, and Xie Chiyan was not at school, calling her friends to come out to be 

cool. 



She is here for Chang Fan. 

Chang Min didn't know that Xie Chiyan came with him again, holding a bar girl, lazily reclining on the 

deck, looking at the girl who danced on the dance floor as if she was bored. 

Zero Online, a famous high-consumption bar in Changhai. 

The minimum consumption starts at 5,000 yuan. 

This is the consumption of sitting outside. 

The minimum consumption for the box is 10,000, and the card seat near the T station is 10,000. 

A bottle of red wine starts at three thousand eight. 

A bottle of beer has a minimum of 188. 

Other foreign wines are also expensive. 

The price is high, and it is still overcrowded late and night, and the entrants are all golden, glamorous 

young people. 

Xie Chiyan was a frequent visitor, so she asked for a box when she came in. 

With a cigarette in his mouth, holding the phone in both hands, pressing the key quickly with his fingers, 

continue to send text messages to Anxia. 

She didn't believe it, she couldn't add a new person as a friend tonight! 

Chang Fan is also here, An Xia really has to take a trip if he wants to be interesting to him. 

Next to him, a girl was smoking a cigarette, seemingly leaning over, "hasn't you added it yet? This little 

bitch, it's not a confession, dare not come." 

It was the girl who was rejected by Chang Fan on the playground tonight. 

Xie Chiyan saw that she was telling her about her, and she was picked up again. 

Don't you just want to hook a rich man? For the sake of obedient, give her a way out. 

"Wait for your prince to come, don't disturb me." 

Xie Chiyan pushed her away and took another strong breath, spraying all the smoke onto the girl's face. 

With a smile, he said, "I called you four handsome rich men to come over. Whether you can take them 

down or not depends on your abilities." 

With Xie Chiyan, there are seven girls in total. 

Three girls are the wealthy owners of the family, and the other four want to borrow Xie Chiyan's 

resources to hook up a rich boyfriend to support themselves. 

Hearing this, the eyes of all four of them were bright. 

"Thank you Chi Yan!" 



"It's better to Chi Yan, understand us." 

"Chi Yan, loyal enough! Come on, toast you with this glass of wine!" 

"I respect first." The girl who reported the letter filled herself with a glass, and she didn't need Xie 

Chiyan to toast, and she did it first. 

Seeing this, the other two rich girls flashed contempt in their eyes. 

They are all daydreaming little sparrows. 

Fortunately, it's not bad to have such a group of birds here to amuse them. 

Xie Chiyan ignored the undercurrents among the girls. 

Busy now. 

until-- 

An Xia finally got a reply. 

"At the door, pick it up." 

Xie Chiyan stood up "rubbingly" with a smug smile on her small face. 

It's done! 

Let her pick it up at the door? 

Forget it. 

Miss Xie Xie never takes things off the table. 

Just call someone to go. 

Walked to one of the rich girls, attached her ears, and asked in a low voice, "Have you brought 

anything?" 

The girl opened the small bag of the famous brand and asked with a smile, "I want to think now? Isn't it 

early?" 

"Tonight, I will show you a good show." Xie Chiyan took the little things the girl handed over, and sat 

down again with a smile. 

Good mood! 

An Xia drove to "Zero Online", and the waiter waiting outside saw this and immediately greeted him. 

If you don’t look at people, you just look at the car and you know that there is a big customer! 

At the same time, the maritime judge also appeared on the zero degree line, his eyes straightened, 

looking at An Xia who got off the supercar. 

Chapter 1020: Invite people in 



 

The parking brother has stopped for An Xia. 

At the door, two waiters enthusiastically and respectfully asked An Xia, "Miss, do you have an 

appointment? Or come alone?" 

Girls who are basically single have an appointment. 

An Xia looked indifferent and asked her little brother, and said calmly, "Let Xie Chiyan come out." 

Xie Chiyan, Miss Xie! 

this… 

Miss Laucher came to pick her up? 

But these little brothers, how dare to talk about it. 

If you don’t say-- 

The young lady in front of me drove over in a luxury car and was able to tell Miss Xie to pick her up. It 

was obvious that she was also an identity master. 

Wearing a pony back, the thin and straight boy said politely: "Miss Xie is on the Yuming horn, or, may I 

lead you over?" 

For the unfamiliar guests, let's respect Miss Xie first. 

An Xia would naturally not embarrass a little brother. 

Choose to ignore it. 

He directly returned the message, "Come out." 

The tone is not particularly cool. 

Xie Chiyan has been waiting for An Xia's message. 

Damn it! 

Shelf boss! 

She sent a message to add friends, but the sample failed. 

Yes, then wait for her outside! 

"Come in by yourself, Yuming." 

After replying to the information, Xie Chiyan sat in the box with Erlang's legs cocked, waiting for An Xia 

to come in by herself. 

This is a game. 

Whoever listens to others will lose! 



An Xia sneered after receiving the reply. 

If it weren't for Chang Fan here, she really wouldn't come over. 

It was just borrowing Xie Chiyan's name to make himself appear here. 

"Chang Fan in there?" 

An Xia asked the younger brother. 

The younger brother was upset because of An Xia's indifference. Hearing this, he quickly answered, 

"Master Chang is here? Are you going to find him?" 

Miss Xie, Master Chang, know all of you! 

Even more afraid to offend. 

"Let him come out, just say, An Xia is looking for him." 

Chang Fan was making a cocktail by himself. When the younger brother came over and said, he was still 

stunned. 

"Who? Who did you say was looking for me outside?" 

Oh grass! 

Did you hear me wrong? 

An Xia? 

When the younger brother saw him, he was relieved. 

Looking at Lord Chang's expression, he did know the distinguished guests who were waiting outside. 

The live music was great, and the younger brother came to Chang Fan’s ear again and respectfully said: 

"A Miss An, said, Lord Chang, you know her." 

Oh grass! 

Oh grass! 

Oh grass! 

That’s right! 

It's really An Xia. 

Damn it, how did she know she was there. 

Get up quickly, "Where is the man?" 

"Wait outside." 

"Grass! Damn, can you do things? I don't know how to invite people in?" 



When Chang Fan heard An Xia was waiting outside, he got angry and raised his foot to kick at the 

younger brother. 

On the spot, he kicked the little brother on a long marble table with various wines and fruits. 

There was a loud noise, and the movement was a bit loud. Several young men in the deck looked up one 

after another who were trying to tease their girls. 

Seeing Chang Fan's face gloomy, they all smiled and asked. 

"What's wrong? Good point, who made you angry?" 

"Oh, today's beauties don't suit your appetite, are you unhappy?" 

"Hahaha, maybe not. Did you have fun just now? There must be something else that upset him." 

The three jokers are Chang Fan's friends, who can play well and have fun. 

It doesn't matter if you make a joke. 

A rich man swept his eyes and kicked on the coffee table. The little brother who was about to get up, his 

face sank, his legs lifted, and he pressed the little brother's back. 

"Who asked you to get up? Come on!" 

Something that doesn't measure up! 

Chang Gongzi didn't say anything, he got up as a ghost! 

The little brother took the kick but didn't dare to get annoyed. He lay down on the cold long and short 

table, and the spilled wine soaked his clothes and was cold to the bones. 

Chang Fan pulled at the neckline and twisted the little brother up by himself, "Go out and invite people 

in for the master!" 

 


